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ABSTRACT
Tag recommendation is focused on recommending useful tags to a user who is searching for images. The
recommendation of additional tags to partially annotated resources, which may be based on either personalized
or collective knowledge. Analyzed tag collection can be stored in different abstraction level by applying GenIO
(Generalized input-output) algorithm in generalized association rule mining for it. An association between two
levels can be found in Wordnet lexical database. Tag selection and Ranking algorithm assign the desirable tags
to the image. In rule-based tag recommendations use of generalization that improves performance significantly.
Keywords: Generalized Association Rule Mining, Rule-Based Systems, Tag Recommendation.
objects. Tag recommendation is concerned with

I. INTRODUCTION

suggesting relevant tags to the users, which they
major

could potentially use to bookmark the web resources

infrastructures on the web. They allow users to create

they visited. The motivation of tag recommendation

tags that annotate and categorize content and share

is twofold. From the systems perspective, it aims at

them with other users, very helpful in particular for

expanding the set of tags annotating a resource, thus

searching multimedia content.

enriches the index of resources. For the users
perspective, like all other recommendation systems,

Tagging

systems

have

become

However, as tagging is not constrained by a
controlled vocabulary and annotation guidelines, tags
tend to be noisy and sparse. Especially new resources
annotated by only a few users have often rather

the target is to improve the recommendation in her
tagging process.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

idiosyncratic tags that do not show a common
perspective useful for search.

Cagliero L, et al. [1] presents a novel personalized tag
recommendation system that discovers and exploits

Tagging is very useful for users to figure out

generalized association rules, that is, tag correlations

other users with similar interests within a given

holding in different abstraction levels, to find

category. Users with similar interests might post

additional tags to suggest. The use of generalized

similar tags and similar resources might have similar

rules relevantly improves the effectiveness of

tags posted to them. Tagging refers to the behaviour

traditional rule-based systems in coping with sparse

of bookmarking resources with keywords (tags). In

tag collections, because: (i) correlations hidden at the

recent years, social tagging is becoming more and

level of individual tags may be anyhow figured out at

more popular in many web 2.0 applications where

higher abstraction levels and (ii) low-level tag

users can freely annotate various resources, such as

associations discovered from collective data may be

web pages, academic publications, and multimedia
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exploited

to

specialize

high-level

associations

discovered in the user-specific context.

keywords relevant both to its textual content, but
also to the data residing on the surfers Desktop, thus
expressing a personalized viewpoint. Empirical

R. Jaschke, et al. [3] present two tag recommendation

evaluations with several algorithms pursuing this

algorithms: an adaptation of user-based collaborative

approach showed very promising results.

filtering and a graph-based recommender built on top
of FolkRank, an adaptation of the well-known

C. Chen, et al. [12] suggest the problem of

PageRank algorithm that can cope with undirected

personalized, interactive tag recommendation for

triadic hyperedges. They check and compare both

Flickr: While a user enters/selects new tags for a

algorithms on large-scale real life datasets and show

particular picture, the system suggests related tags to

that

her, based on the tags that she or 2 other people have

both

provide

better

results

than

non-

personalized baseline methods.

used in the past along with (some of) the tags already
entered. The suggested tags are dynamically updated

Y. Toshihiko, et al. [2] address two emerging yet

with every additional tag entered/selected.

challenges, problems in social media: (1) scoring the
text tags in terms of the influence of the numbers of
views, comments, and favorable ratings of images and
videos

on

content

sharing

services,

and

(2)

III. EXISTING SYSTEM
In an existing system, a collaborative filtering
method is used and integrated in a scalable

recommending additional tags to increase such

architecture.

popularity-related numbers. For these purposes, they
present the FolkPopularityRank algorithm, which

recommendation of the Flickr brand is addressed.

can score text tags based on their ability to influence

previously assigned tags based on coexistence
measures.

the

popularity-related

numbers.

The

The

subject

of

an

interactive

The proposed marks are first selected from a set of

FolkPopularityRank algorithm is inspired by the
PageRank and FolkRank algorithms, but the scores of

According to the recommendation, the user’s

the tags are calculated not only by the co-occurrence
of the tags, but also by considering the popularity-

file is reduced so that the proposal is more specific.

related numbers of the content. This is the first

lack of data because computational complexity may

attempt to recommending tags that can enhance

increase exponentially depending on the number of

popularity attributes of social media.

marks, or the score associated with each tag may not

However, coexistence methods are questioned by the

be directly comparable. In other approaches there is
T. H. Hanh, et al. [4] present a personalized contentaware image tag recommendation approach that

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM

combines both historical tagging information and

We

image based features in a factorization model. They

recommendation system. given With a series of

apply

images and user-defined tags, the system assigns new
related tags the user-specific (i.e. tags that are already

state of the art deep learning

image

classification and object detection techniques to
extract powerful features from the images.

propose

a

new

personalized

photo

tag

commented To each photo of the same user), the rest
of the collective knowledge (i.e. Note from other

Chitra, et al. [9] propose P-TAG, a method which

users). Figure 1. Architectural blocks are shown.

automatically generates personalized tags for web
pages. Upon browsing a web page, P-TAG produces
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the proposed tag is the set of selected rules is based
on highest strength of tags and tags from Genio
algorithm.

V. SYSTEM ANALYSIS
The GENIO Algorithm: GENIO is a generalized
itemset

mining

algorithm

that

addresses

the

discovery of a smart subset of all the possible frequent
(generalized) itemsets.
Figure 1. Architecture Diagram
Given a source dataset, a set of generalization
Pre-processing: This block is explain to create a

hierarchies, and minimum support threshold minsup,

collection of previous tag annotations It is suitable for

it discovers all frequent not generalized itemsets and

generalized rule mining process. Tag set Transaction

all frequent generalized itemsets having at least an

data format. It is associated with a given picture by

infrequent descendant, that is, a descendant that does

the user and includes the appropriate set of tags
assigned. The history tag collection is also used to

not satisfy minsup. To achieve this goal, the
generalization process is support driven, that is, it

derive

generalizes an itemset only if it is infrequent with

a

series

of

generalization

hierarchies

established Wordnet lexical database [Wordnet 2012].

respect to the minimum support threshold.

Generalized association rule mining: This block
focuses on finding high-level tags in the form of

Algorithm 1.GenIO Generalized Itemset Discoverer
Input: minimum support minsup, dataset D

generalized

Output: set of generalized frequent itemsets L

related

rules

and

correlation

of

transaction. Discover the tag correlation with
different levels of abstraction. Two different rule sets:

1: k=1, L= ɸ

(i) User-defined rule set, previous annotations from

3: Gen = ɸ

users targeted by recommendations, (ii) Collection

4: if k = 1 then

Rule Set, This includes generalized rules derived from

5: C1= scan D and count support for each item

previous annotations it was created by another user.
GenIO is a generalized itemset mining Apriori

6: else

algorithm that addresses the discovery of a smart

8: scan D and count support for each c Є Ck

subset of all the possible frequent (generalized)

9: end if

itemsets.

10: for all c Є Ck do
11: new-itemset = apply RR ∩ c

Tag selection and ranking: A set of photos and tags

12: update Gen with new-itemset

has already been given, This block is intended to

13: if support of c < minsup then

generate a ranked list with additional tags that you

14: mark new-itemset

can suggest. To accomplish this goal is to create

15: end if

generalized rules for user-specific and collective rules.

16: end for

2: repeat
// generalized itemset container

7: Ck= candidate-generation(Lk-1)

An already assigned tag was selected. The ranking of
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17: Lk = (items in Ck whose support = minsup) Ս
(mark itemset of Gen whose support minsup )

To evaluate the performance of both our
recommendation system and its competitors, we

18: k=k+1

exploited

three

standard

information

retrieval

19: until L2 ≠ ɸ

metrics, let Q be the set of relevant tags, namely the

20 : return L
Tag selection: Given a photo pi, a set of user-defined
tags T(pi,uj) assigned by user uj to pi and the sets of
generalized

rules

RT(uj)

and

RT(-uj)

mined,

respectively, from T(uj) and T (-uj), this block entails
the selection and the ranking of the additional tags to
recommend to uj for pi.
Algorithm 2: Tag Selection
Input: the user-specific rule set RT(uj), the collective

Figure 2. Real life example

rule set RT(-uj) and the user-specified tags T(pi , uj).
Output: the tag selection C

tags really assigned by the user to the test photo and

1) Covered rules (uj) = select pertinent user-specific

C the tag set recommended by the system under

rules (RT(-uj),T(pi , uj)).

evaluation. The adopted evaluation measures are

2) Covered rules(-uj ) = select pertinent collective

defined as follows.

rules (RT(-uj),T(pi , uj)).
3) for all user-specific rules R in covered rules(uj) do

Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR): This measure captures

4) insert tags in R.consequent into C

a held-out tag) at the top of the ranking. The measure

the ability of the system to return a relevant tag (i.e.,

5) for all generalized tags g in C do

is averaged over all the photos in the testing

6) for all collective rules R2 in covered rules(-uj) do

collection and is computed by

7) if R2.consequent includes any tag t* in
g.leafdescendant then
8) insert t* in C
9) end if

Success at Rank k (S@k): This measure evaluates the

10) end for

probability of finding a relevant tag among the top-k

11) end for

recommended tags. It is averaged over all the test

12) end for
13) remove generalized tags from C

photos and is defined as follows.

14) return C
An analysis of a real-life use-case for our system by
the discovered generalized tag associations. Figure 2
shows Real life example of hierarchy.

VI. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

is a relevant tag and Ck is the set of the
top-k recommended tags.
Precision at Rank k (P@k): This metric evaluates the
Percentage of relevant tags over the set of retrieved
ones. The measure, averaged over all test photos, is
defined as follows.
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Our system on the real-life collection by
varying the minimum support and confidence
threshold enforced during the generalized rule
mining process. The confidence threshold may
slightly

affect

the

recommendation

system

performance. By enforcing very low confidence
threshold values (30%), a large amount of lowconfidence rules are selected.

Figure 3. Tags with highest confidence
Best values of support and confidence threshold

Differently, when increasing the confidence

actually depend on the analysed data distribution. For

threshold a more selective pruning of the low-quality

instance, when coping with the benchmark dataset

rules may allow enhancing the recommender system

the best minimum support threshold values are

performance.

around 40%, because the analysed dataset is relatively
sparse.

As an extreme case, when enforcing very
high confidence thresholds (e.g., 90%), rule pruning
selectivity

becomes

too

high

to

generate

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE

a

ENHANCEMENT

considerable amount of interesting patterns.
Tag recommendation is one of the challenging
The system analyses the user-specific and
collective knowledge bases to suggest additional tags

problem in data mining. In this project, we proposed

to recommend. By setting the standard configuration

a system which can recommend the additional tags

(minimum support threshold minsup=40%, minimum

from the images which provided by the user with a

confidence threshold minconf=30%) the following

tag. User-defined and collected tags can be used in

strong rule is discovered by our system from the
collective transactional tag set.

the hierarchy. Genio algorithm is used in extraction
of strong association rules. Tags can be selected from

Following figure 3 is the example of tag
recommendation for ”Mi” suggested tags with
minimum support(30%) and confidence(40%).

the user and collective data hierarchy. Top ranked
tags consider for recommendation. We demonstrated
the efficiency, effectiveness and usability of solution
experimental results. From the results, we see that
our system could recommend over 90% of related
tags.
Our system has so far not been concerned with
the analysis of the textual content related to the
annotated Web resources (e.g., photo descriptions,
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related blogs, or articles). We plan to extend it by also

generalized

considering the user-generated textual content

Conference of Intelligent Systems IEEE, Los

coming from social networks and online communities.

Alamitos, pp. 102-107, 2010.

Furthermore, to take the evolution of photo

[8].

item

set

extraction,"

IEEE

S. Brin and L. Page, "The anatomy of a large-

annotations over time we will investigate the

scale hyper textual web search engine," 7th

integration of incremental rule mining approaches as

International Conference on World Wide Web

well.

(WWW98), pp. 107-117, 1998.
[9].

P. A. Chitra, S. Costache, W. Nejdl, "P-tag:
Large

scale

automatic

generation

of

personalized annotation tags for the web," 16th
International Conference on World Wide Web
(WWW07), New York, pp. 845-854, 2007.
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